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Written home exam IN3060/IN4060

2022 SPRING

Duration: June 9, 9 am to 1 pm

It is important that you read this cover page carefully before you start.

General information:

• Important messages during the exam are given directly from the course teacher on the
course's semester page. It is therefore important that you check the course's semester
page regularly.

• Your answer should reflect your own independent work and should be a result of your
own learning and work effort.

• All sources of information are allowed for written home exams. If you reproduce a text
from books, online articles, etc., a reference to these sources must be provided to avoid
suspicions of plagiarism. This also applies if a text is translated from other languages.

• You are responsible for ensuring that your exam answers are not available to others
during the exam period, neither physically nor digitally.

• Remember that your exam answers must be anonymous; do not state either your name
or that of fellow students.

• If you want to withdraw from the exam, press the hamburger menu at the top right of
Inspera and select "Withdraw".

Collaboration during the exam:

It is not allowed to collaborate or communicate with others during the exam. Cooperation
and communication will be considered as attempted cheating. A plagiarism control is
performed on all submitted exams where text similarities between answers are checked. If
you use notes that have been prepared in collaboration with others before the exam, this
might be detected in a plagiarism control. Such text similarities will be considered an
attempt at cheating.

Cheats:

Read about what is considered cheating on UiO's website.

https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/cheating/index.html


Digital hand drawing / file upload:

You have been given 30 min. extra time for uploading files (e.g. digital hand drawings).
Check out how to submit digital hand drawings

Contact information:

Technical issue: User support exam

● If you have any questions about the exam, you can contact the lecturer via direct
message (to Jieying Chen) on mattermost channel or via email: jieyingc@ifi.uio.no.

● During exam, please pay attention to the messages on the course page.

About the marking:

● The exam consists of 5 sections with equal weight, i.e. 20% each.
● In the multiple choice question (i.e. Question 24), there is at least one correct

answer. You should find all the correct answers. You will get a negative score (-1
point) for wrong answers, but never less than 0 for the whole question.

Good luck!

https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/submissions/options-for-hand-drawings.html
https://www.uio.no/english/studies/examinations/submissions/options-for-hand-drawings.html
https://www.mn.uio.no/english/studies/exam/user-support.html


The maximum number of marks for the whole exam was 100. The minimum number of
marks required for each grade was as follows: For A, min. 85. For B, min. 70. For C, min.
55. For D, min. 43. For E, min. 30. These boundaries are based on an alignment of the
delivered work with the grade definitions given here:

https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/karakterer/

The final grade for each candidate is based on an evaluation of the delivered work as a
whole, and may therefore in some cases deviate from the boundaries given above.

Section 1: OTTR

You may use the following prefixes without declaring them:

@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix rdfs:    <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix owl:     <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix xsd:     <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

@prefix ottr:    <http://ns.ottr.xyz/0.4/> .

@prefix o-rdfs:  <http://tpl.ottr.xyz/rdfs/0.2/> .
@prefix o-rdf:  <http://tpl.ottr.xyz/rdf/0.1/> .

@prefix ex:      <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix wd:      <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix schema:  <http://schema.org/> .
@prefix wd:      <http://www.wikidata.org/prop/> .

All examples are written in stOTTR syntax.

Your solutions must be given in correct stOTTR syntax.

https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/karakterer/


There is no need to use templates from online template libraries (such as the core OTTR
template library at http://tpl.ottr.xyz), except in those cases this is explicitly stated in the
exercise text and in which case the template definition is also given.

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.

http://tpl.ottr.xyz


Question 1 Exercise: Cities

You may use the following prefixes without declaring them:

@prefix rdf:     <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

@prefix rdfs:    <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

@prefix owl:     <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .

@prefix xsd:     <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

@prefix ottr:    <http://ns.ottr.xyz/0.4/> .

@prefix ex:      <http://example.com/ns#> .

Question 1 Person

The following is a base template.

ex:Person[

! ottr:IRI ?id,

?! xsd:string ?name,

? xsd:date ?dob,

xsd:integer ?age,

? List<ottr:IRI> ?relatives

] :: BASE .

For each of the instances below, determine if the instance is a correct instance of the base
template or not. If the instance is incorrect, explain why that is.

1

ex:Person(ex:Ann, [], "2002-10-10", 12,  none) .

2



ex:Person(none, none, none, none, none) .

3

ex:Person(ex:Bob, none, none, 40, ( "ex:Ann" ) ) .

4

ex:Person(ex:Frank, none, none, 17, none, ( )) .

5

ex:Person(ex:Doris, none, [], 14, []) .

6

ex:Person(ex:eric, "Eric", "2000-01-21"^^xsd:date, 12.5, none) .

7

ex:Human(none, none, none, none, none) .

Maximum points: 7 points.

1
ex:Person(ex:Ann, [], "2002-10-10", 12,  none) .

Solution solution

Incorrect. 2 reasons:



● 2nd argument cannot be a blank node due to the non-blank flag.
● 3rd argument should be a date, but is a string.

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.

# [ERROR] Incompatible argument in instance: blank node blank501 :
LUB<rdfs:Resource> given to non-blank parameter ?!?name : xsd:string

2
ex:Person(none, none, none, none, none) .

Solution solution

Correct (but expands to an empty RDF graph).

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.

3
ex:Person(ex:Bob, none, none, 40, ( "ex:Ann" ) ) .

Solution solution

Incorrect. 5th arg. should be a list of ottr:IRI, but is a list of xsd:string. (Note that Lutra
incorrectly does not report this error.)

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.
@prefix ex: <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix ottr: <http://ns.ottr.xyz/0.4/> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .



@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .

ex:Person(ex:Bob, none, none, "40"^^xsd:integer, ("ex:Ann")) .

4
ex:Person(ex:Frank, none, none, 17, none, ( )) .

Solution solution

Incorrect. Wrong number of arguments.

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.

# [ERROR] Number of arguments do not match number of paramters in instance
http://example.com/ns#Person(http://example.com/ns#Frank : LUB<ottr:IRI>, ottr:none :
ottr:Bot, ottr:none : ottr:Bot, "17"^^http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer :
xsd:integer, ottr:none : ottr:Bot, <>(id: 14))

5
ex:Person(ex:Doris, none, [], 14, []) .

Solution solution

Correct.

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.
@prefix ex: <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix ottr: <http://ns.ottr.xyz/0.4/> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .



@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .

ex:Person(ex:Doris, none, _:blank501, "14"^^xsd:integer, _:blank502) .

6
ex:Person(ex:eric, "Eric", "2000-01-21"^^xsd:date, 12.5, none) .

Solution solution

Incorrect. Type error: 12.5 is of type xsd:decimal which is incompatible with the parameter
type xsd:integer.

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.

# [ERROR] Incompatible argument in instance:
"12.5"^^http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#decimal : xsd:decimal given to parameter
?age : xsd:integer - incompatible types.

7
ex:Human(none, none, none, none, none) .

Solution solution

Incorrect, wrong IRI.

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.

# [ERROR] Missing signature for IRI http://example.com/ns#Human



Note:
+ 0.5: Yes/No;
+ 0.5: explaining why it is not correct.

Question 2

Question 2 Properties

For this exercise you will create three templates: ex:Property, ex:DomainRange and
ex:Description according to the following requirements:

1. The template ex:Property must only depend on the templates ex:DomainRange,
ex:Description and ottr:Triple.

2. The templates ex:DomainRange and ex:Description must only depend on the
template ottr:Triple.

3. The signatures of the templates are given in an incomplete form below; you will
need to specify additional type parameters and flags.

4. The templates must be so that the sample template instances given below expand
without error to the given expanded RDF graph.

Your solution should contain the three templates written in correct stOTTR syntax. In order
to keep the exercise and solution self contained, your templates should not make use of
templates from online template libraries such as http://tpl.ottr.xyz.

Signatures

These are the template signatures in incomplete form.

ex:DomainRange[! ottr:IRI ?id, ottr:IRI ?domain, ottr:IRI ?range] .

ex:Description[?id, ?name, ?description] .

ex:Property[?id, ?name, ?description, ?domain, ?range, ?super_properties] .

Sample instances

ex:Property(ex:hasMother, "has mother", none, none, ex:Mother, (ex:hasParent,
ex:familyRelation)) .
ex:Property(ex:hasFather, "has father", none, none, ex:Father, (ex:hasParent,
ex:familyRelation)) .

http://tpl.ottr.xyz


ex:DomainRange(ex:hasParent, ex:Person, none) .

ex:Description(ex:familyRelation, "family relation", "a relation between persons in the same
family") .

ex:Property(ex:relative, none, none, ex:Person, ex:Person, (owl:topObjectProperty)) .
ex:DomainRange(none, ex:Person, xsd:int) .

The above instances expand without error to the following RDF graph:

SLF4J: Failed to load class "org.slf4j.impl.StaticLoggerBinder".
SLF4J: Defaulting to no-operation (NOP) logger implementation
SLF4J: See http://www.slf4j.org/codes.html#StaticLoggerBinder for further details.
rapper: Parsing URI
file:///home/martige/repo/ottr/teaching/exams/2022/property/expansion.ttl with parser
guess
rapper: Serializing with serializer turtle
rapper: Guessed parser name 'turtle'
rapper: Parsing returned 13 triples
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix ex: <http://example.com/ns#> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix ottr: <http://ns.ottr.xyz/0.4/> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

ex:familyRelation
rdfs:comment "a relation between persons in the same family" ;
rdfs:label "family relation" .

ex:hasFather
a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:label "has father" ;
rdfs:range ex:Father ;
rdfs:subPropertyOf ex:familyRelation, ex:hasParent .

ex:hasMother
a rdf:Property ;
rdfs:label "has mother" ;
rdfs:range ex:Mother ;
rdfs:subPropertyOf ex:familyRelation, ex:hasParent .



ex:hasParent
rdfs:domain ex:Person .

Maximum points: 8 points.

Solution solution

ex:Property[! ottr:IRI ?id, xsd:string ?name, ? xsd:string ?description, ? ottr:IRI ?domain, ?
ottr:IRI ?range, ? List<ottr:IRI> ?super_properties] :: {

ottr:Triple(?id, rdf:type, rdf:Property),

ex:DomainRange(?id, ?domain, ?range),

ex:Description(?id, ?name, ?description),

cross | ottr:Triple(?id, rdfs:subPropertyOf, ++?super_properties)

} .

ex:DomainRange[! ottr:IRI ?id, ??domain, ??range] :: {

ottr:Triple(?id, rdfs:domain, ?domain),

ottr:Triple(?id, rdfs:range, ?range)

} .

ex:Description[! ottr:IRI ?id, ?name, ??description] :: {

ottr:Triple(?id, rdfs:label, ?name),

ottr:Triple(?id, rdfs:comment, ?description)

} .

Note:



+ 2 for Description (1 declaration + 1 optional description)
+ 2 for DomainRange (1 declaration + 1 optional domain/range)
+ 4 for Property (2 for declaration and 1 for correct types and 1 for optional flags on

description, domain, range and super_properties)
- 1 oddities (e.g., wrong use of non-blank/optional flags)
- 1 for triples that would expand to things not present in the rdf graph
- 1 for wrong syntax

Do not deduct points for simple typos.

Section 2: SPARQL
n this exercise, we will be working with a RDF dataset about wines, producers

and regions. In these exercises you can use all the properties from the RDF/RDFS
vocabulary and the properties below.

A wine (an instance of :Wine) is described with the following properties:

:hasFlavour

:hasMaker

:madeFromGrape

:hasColor

:locatedIn

:year

A wine region is :locatedIn a larger region (up to the national region).

In this exercise we will assume no reasoning is used.

Below is a small excerpt from the dataset.



@prefix : <http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/PR-owl-guide-20031209/wine#> .

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

:chateauLoteDeBaleau2016 a :Wine ;

:hasFlavour :Strong ;

:hasMaker   :ChateauCodeDeBaleau ;

:madeFromGrape :CabernetSauvignonGrape, :MerlotGrape, :CabernetFrancGrape
;

rdfs:label "Chateau Lote De Baleau from 2016" ;

:hasColor   :Red ;

:locatedIn  :StEmilionRegion ;

:year   2016 .

:closDeLaPoussiereSancerre2020 a :Wine ;

:hasFlavour :Delicate ;

:madeFromGrape  :SauvignonBlancGrape ;

:hasColor   :White ;

:locatedIn  :SancerreRegion ;

:year 2020 .

:SancerreRegion a :Region ;

:locatedIn :LoireRegion .

:LoireRegion a :Region ;

:locatedIn :FrenchRegion .

:StEmilionRegion a :Region ;



:locatedIn :BordeauxRegion .

:BordeauxRegion a :Region ;

:locatedIn :FrenchRegion .

...

General notes for Sparql queries:

● We don’t care about prefixes
● Try not to deduct points for the same (relatively minor) mistakes if a student

does the same (relatively  minor) mistakes on all queries (deduct points for
comma in select on the first query, if a student use describe instead of select
on all queries, deduct on the first question only)

● Should have been more explicit about how wines can be from a country, a
large region or a subregion depending on the quality of the wine. Since this
was not explicit, we have to be somewhat forgiving when we correct these
issues.

Question 3 New region and wine
Write a SPARQL query that inserts the following information about the region
:BourgueilRegion and the wine :bretonBourgueilTrinch2019.

● The Bourgueil region is located in the Loire region.
● :bretonBourgueilTrinch2019 is from the Bourgueil Region. It was made from the

grape Cabernet Franc. Its producer is Breton. It is a red wine with a middle
intensity flavour and it is from 2019.

Solution

INSERT DATA {
:BurgeilRegion a :Region ;

:locatedIn :Loire .

:bretonBourgueilTrinch2019 a :Wine ;
:madeFromGrape :cabernetFrancGrape ;
:locatedIn :BurgeilRegion ;
:hasMaker :breton ;



:hasColor :Red ;
:hasFlavour :Middle ;
:year 2019 .

}

Maximum points: 3 points.

+1 for correct keyword (see notes)
+1 for correctly inserting the region
+1 for correctly inserting the wine in the region
-0.5 missing type(s)

- 0.5 if only INSERT without WHERE
-1 for oddities (not deduct for very minor things though)

Notes:

● The correct keywords are either INSERT DATA {...} or INSERT {...} where {}

Question 4 Wines and region
Write a SPARQL query that finds all red wines and their region. If the wine has a label, you
should return that as well.

Solution:

SELECT ?wine ?region ?label
WHERE {

?wine a :Wine ;
:locatedIn ?region ;
:hasColor :Red .

OPTIONAL {
?wine rdfs:label ?label .

}
}

Maximum points: 3 points.



+ 1 points for correct select and where clause
+ 1 for optionial
+ 1 for correct body
- 1 for oddities

Note:

● filter(?color = :Red) is also ok
● Also possible to do a union (and not optional)

Question 5 French single grape wines
Write a SPARQL query that finds all single grape wines (i.e., made from one and only one
grape variety) from either Loire or Bordeaux.

Solution:

SELECT ?w
WHERE {

?w a :Wine ;
:madeFromGrape ?grape ;

:locatedIn+ ?region .
filter (?region = :BordeauxRegion || ?region =

:LoireRegion)
} group by ?w
having (count(?grape) = 1)

Also possible to not use || (or) in filter, but a UNION.

Maximum points: 3 points.

+ 1 for select
+ 1 for group by/count
+ 1 Getting the correct regions
- 1 for oddities

Notes:



● While one should include subregions, we don’t deduct points for not considering
sub regions in this question.

● Also not deduct if they consider that it should be exactly one level subregions.

Question 6 Makers
Write a SPARQL query that returns an RDF graph with the following information about
each wine maker in the dataset:

● The wine maker is a subclass of :WineMaker.
● Use the property :makesWine to relate the wine maker to all the wines he makes.
● The region where the wine maker operates using the :locatedIn property.

Remember that all wine makers are related to a wine with the :hasMaker property in the
dataset.

Solution:

CONSTRUCT {
?maker a :WineMaker ;

:makesWine ?wine ;
:locatedIn ?region .

}
WHERE {

?wine a :Wine ;
:hasMaker ?maker ;
:locatedIn ?region .

}

Maximum points: 3 points.

+ 1 for subClass/rdf:type in construct
+ 1 makesWine and located in construct
+ 1  correct where clause
- 1 for oddities
- 2 for not creating a construct query (or something related)
- 1 point for using another keyword than construct

Note:



● There is a “typo” in this exercise. The exercise asks for rdfs:subClassOf, when it
should obviously have been an instance (rdf:type). Both answers must therefore be
considered correct (also not deduct for possible attempts to combine the two)

● Here it is not correct to add all subregions (or one region within another region) it
should use the same region as the wine. So it is ok to deduct points if the student
do this.

Question 7 Red wine from Sancerre
Write a SPARQL query that returns true if there exists a red wine from the Sancerre region
in the dataset and false otherwise.

Solution:

ASK {
?w a :Wine ;
:locatedIn :sancerreRegion ;
:hasColor :Red .

}

Maximum points: 2 points.

+ 1 Correct keyword (ASK)
+ 1 Correct body
- 0.5 missing one of the 3 components of the body
- 1 for oddities

Notes:

● Don’t care about subregions in this question



Question 8 Grapes used in Bordeaux but not in Loire
Write a SPARQL query that lists all the grapes that have been used in at least one wine
from Bordeaux but have not been used in wines from the Loire region. Remember to
include the sub regions of the two regions (assume no reasoning).

Solution:

SELECT DISTINCT ?grape
WHERE {

?bordeauxWine a :Wine ;
:madeFromGrape ?grape ;
:locatedIn+ :BordeauxRegion .

FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?loireWine a :Wine ;

:locatedIn+ :LoireRegion ;
:madeFromGrape ?grape .

}
}

Maximum points: 3 points.

+ 1 first part of body correct
+ 1 Filter not exists (minus) correct
+ 1 including subregions
- 1 if including only subregions (not larger region)
- 1 for oddities

Notes:

● A good solution should include both the regions as a whole (there can be a
Bordeaux wine that is from grapes all over Bordeaux), or from a sub region of
Bordeaux, if it can account for even sub sub regions, that is the best.

Question 9 Old Bordeaux wines
Write a SPARQL query that lists all the Bordeaux wines that are older than any wine from
the Loire region.



Solution:
SELECT ?bwine
WHERE {

?bwine a :Wine ;
locatedIn+ :BordeauxRegion .

?lwine a :Wine ;
locatedIn+ :LoireRegion .

FILTER NOT EXISTS {
?bwine :year ?byear .
?lwine :year ?lyear .
filter (?byear <= ?lyear)

}
}

Maximum 3 points

+ 1 use of filter not exists/minus (or subquery with MIN)
+ 1 filter bordeaux year and loire year
+ 1 correct regions
- 1 for oddities

Notes:

● Unclear: The purpose was that it should have been more than all, but as it says
any, it is possible to understand it as it is sufficient that it is older than at least one.
But both must be regarded correct.

○ Such a solution could just use FILTER (?byear < ?lyear) and is rather
simple (!)

● Also here, one should have considered sub regions, but we don’t care about it.
● Also possible to do subquery with MIN/MAX(?year) AS .. and filter in the main

query.
● Also possible to do subquery with ORDER BY LIMIT
● Another possibility is to create a group by ?grape ?age, and having ?age < ?lage
● Don’t care too much if the < sign is correct, we are not trying to test logic skills so

much as sparql skills



Section 3: RDFS Inferences

Assume we have the following prefixes:

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .

@prefix : <http://www.ifi.uio.no/plantpathology#> .

and let be the following set of triples

describing some simple relations between foods and ingredients.

(1) :Virus rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(2) :Fungus rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(3) :Plant rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(4) :Host rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(5) :Pathogen rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(6) :PlantPathogen rdf:type rdfs:Class .

(7) :Solanum rdfs:subClassOf :Plant .

(8) :infectedBy rdf:type rdf:Property .

(9) :infectedBy rdfs:range :PlantPathogen .



(10) :infectedBy rdfs:domain :Plant .

(11) :infectedBy rdfs:subPropertyOf _:x .

(12) :infects rdfs:type rdf:Property .

(13) :infectedByVirus rdfs:subPropertyOf :infectedBy .

(14) :infectedByFungus rdfs:subPropertyOf :infectedBy .

(15) _:x rdf:type rdf:Property .

(16) _:x rdfs:domain :Host .

(17) _:x rdfs:range :Pathogen .

(18) :polerovirus rdf:type :Virus .

(19) :potato rdf:type :Solanum .

(20) :tomato rdf:type :Solanum .

(21) :vinifera rdf:type :Vitis .

(22) :potato :infectedByVirus :polerovirus .

(23) :vinifera :infectedByFungus :botrytisCinera  .

You can use the numbers in the leftmost column to reference the triples in your derivations
in the following exercises.

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.



Question 10 Tomato a plant
For the triple

:tomato rdf:type :Plant .

either give a derivation from \gamma using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or
explain why this is not possible if no such derivation exists.

Solution:

Idea: subClass reasoning

* ``:tomato rdf:type :Solanum`` -P 20

* ``:Solanum rdfs:subClassOf :Plant`` -P 7

* ``:tomato rdf:type :Plant`` rdfs9

Maximum points: 2 points

+ 1 point for stating the correct premises
+ 1 point for applying rule RDFS 9

Note:

● Wrong max score on this exercise. This should not make much of a difference
though.

Question 11 Botrytis Cinera a fungus
For the triple

:botrytisCinera rdf:type :Fungus .



either give a derivation from using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain
why this is not possible if no such derivation exists.

Solution:

Not possible because there is no information that let’s us derive this.

Maximum points: 2 points.

+ 1 point for stating it’s not possible
+ 1 point for explaining why it is not possible.



12

Question 12 polerovirus a plant pathogen
For the triple

:botrytisCinera rdf:type :Fungus .

either give a derivation from using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why
this is not possible if no such derivation exists.

Solution:

Idea: subProperty + range reasoning
* ``:potato :infectedByVirus :polerovirus`` -P 22
* ``:infectedByVirus rdfs:subPropertyOf :infectedBy`` -P 13
* ``:potato :infectedBy :polerovirus`` rdfs7
* ``:infectedBy rdfs:range :PlantPathogen`` -P 9
* ``:polerovirus rdf:type :PlantPathogen`` rdfs3

Maximum points: 2 points

+ 1 point for correct premises
+ 1 point for the application of rdfs7 and rdfs3.

Question 13 vinifera a plant
Does the \gamma entail this triple?



:vinifera rdfs:type :Plant .

either give a derivation from  \gamma  using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or
explain why this is not possible if no such derivation exists.

Solution:

Idea: subProperty + domain reasoning

* ``:vinifera :infectedByFungus :botrytisCinera`` -P 23

* ``:infectedByFungus rdfs:subPropertyOf :infectedBy`` -P 14

* ``:vinifera :infectedBy :botrytisCinera`` rdfs7

* ``:infectedBy :domain :Plant`` -P 10

* ``:vinifera rdf:type :Plant`` rdfs2

Maximum points: 2 points.

+ 1 point for correct premises
+ 1 point for using rdfs7 and rdfs2

Note:

● Typo in exercise: rdfs:type should have been rdf:type, a message was given to the
students during the exam.



Question 14 potato a host
Does the \gamma entail this triple?

:potato rdf:type :Host .

either give a derivation from  \gamma using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or
explain why this is not possible if no such derivation exists.

Solution:

Not possible. Conceptually one could think this should be possible, but it means that we
must use blank nodes as predicates which is not possible in RDF.

Maximum points: 3 points.

+ 1 point for stating that it is not possible
+ 2 points for reason including blank nodes in predicate position
- 3 points for giving the derivation using blank nodes in predicate position (without

explaining that it is not possible)
- 1 point for odd explanation

Note:

● The point of the exercise is that the students should see that blank nodes must be
used in predicate position to be derivable, thus it is not derivable. Therefore giving
such an answer is wrong and worth 0 points.



Question 15 Query
If we have a triple store with no reasoning, what would be the result of the following
SPARQL query over the given triples?

SELECT ?x
WHERE {

?s :infectedBy ?x .
}

Solution:

empty result

Maximum points: 2 points.
+ 2 for empty result set, empty table, nothing, blank, null

Note:

● The exercise does not ask for the reason, so stating that the result is empty should
be enough

● Technically speaking, nothing is not correct. I would have liked the student to
answer an empty result set, empty table or something similar, but so many
students just answer nothing or null etc. and their intuition is correct, so I think it
would be rather arbitrary to be picky about this. One can also argue that it is
possible that the sparql endpoint returns data in different formats.

Question 16 Query 2
If we have a triple store with RDFS reasoning, what would be the result of the following
SPARQL query over the given triples?

SELECT ?x
WHERE {

?s :infectedBy ?x .
}



Solution:

?x
—---------
:Polerovirus
:botrytisCinera.

Maximum points: 2 points.

+ 1 point for each of the two
- 1 point for anything else (min = 0)

Note:

● No explanation needed

Question 17 Expressivity
We would like to express that :infectedBy and :infects are inverse properties. I.e., for all
triples x :infectedBy y we should find a corresponding triple y :infects x and vice versa.
How would you suggest to do this?

Maximum points: 2 points.

+ 1 for not possible to express in RDFS
+ 1 for giving a “good” suggestion.

0 points for giving DL axiom without explicitly stating that this is not possible in RDFS

Note:

A good suggestion is to use OWL2, but there are other possibilities that the students could
come up with e.g., swrl rules or running a sparql update query regularly. Even suggesting
that we should extend RDFS could be accepted. The idea is to see that RDFS alone is not
enough, we need something more.



Question 18 RDFS Statements
Which of the following statements can be modelled using RDFS?

Maximum points are 3.

Negative points for wrong answers, but not less than 0 points in total.

Automatically graded.



Section 4: Description Logic and OWL

In the following exercises you can use Manchester syntax to write axioms in Description
Logic (DL). The conversion between DL syntax and Manchester syntax is given in the
following table.

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.

Classes, Properties and Individuals
This is the relevant vocabulary for Section 4

Use only the following classes and properties in your answers:

Classes/concepts:

● Men
● Women
● Father
● Person
● ChildlessPerson
● Boat
● Car
● \top
● \bot

Properties/roles:

● hasChild (If A gave birth to B, A has a Child B.)
● hasBiologicalParent (If A gave birth to B, B has a biological parent A.)

Individual/instance:

● john
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Question 20 John
The individual John is a man who has children.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax).

Solution:

● Man п \geq_2 hasChild.T (John),
● Man п \geq_2 hasChild.Person (John),
● Men п ∃ hasChild.T (John),
● Man п \geq_2 hasChild.Person (John), ChildlessPerson(john)
● {john} ⊑ (Man п ∃ hasChild.T)

 

Note:

+1 : use assertion in the form of C(a)

+1: use correct concept and individual names

- 1:  Man(john) and hasChild some Person
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Question 21 BiologicalParents
Everyone has exactly one man and one woman as his/her biological parents.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

● Person \subseteq  {= 1} hasBiologicalParent.Women  \sqcap {= 1}
hasBiologicalParent.Men

● Person SubClassOf some hasBiologicalParent exactly 1 Women and some
hasBiologicalParent exactly 1 Men

Note: -1 if there is a syntax error.
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Question 22 Person
Neither a boat nor a car is a person

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

Boat ⊔ Car ⊑ ¬ Person

(Boat ⊔ Car) п Person ⊑ \bot

Note: -1 if there is a syntax error.
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Question 23 Childless
Define the concept “Childless” as the person who does not have a child.

Maximum points: 2 points.

Solution:

Childless ≡ Person п   ¬ (∃ hasChild.Person) or

Childless ≡ Person п   ¬ (∃ hasChild.\top) or

Childless ≡ Person п ∀  hasChild.\bot

Note: -1 if there is a syntax error.

Question 24 DL Interpretation
Consider the following interpretation I with ΔI = {a, b, c, d}.

AI ={a, b},  BI ={b},  CI ={c, d},  RI ={(a, b),(a, c),(b,d),(c,c)}, SI ={(a, b),(b, c),(c,d)}

Please select all elements that are in the interpretation of the following concept.

- (A ⊔ ∃S.C )I={a,b,c}
- (∀R.C)I ={b,c,d}
- (A ⊓ ¬∃R.\top)I = \emptyset
- (B ⊔ (C ⊔ ∃S^−.\top))I = {b,c,d}
- (∃R.∃S.\top)I ={a,c}

Tips: Possible multiple options. You only get full points if you select all correct options. If
you select a wrong option or do not select any options, you will get 0 points.

Maximum points: 10 points.



Section 5: RDF and OWL semantics,
SHACL

For writing OWL or DL expressions, you can use the Manchester syntax, see the table in
Section 4.  You can also upload your answer as a PDF file.

Maximum points of this section: 20 points.
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Question 25 Comparison of OWL profiles
Considering three OWL profiles, OWL QL vs. OWL EL vs. OWL RL, please explain their
differences, and answer the following question:

- Why do we need three different OWL profiles instead of a common OWL profile?

Maximum points: 4 points.

Solution:

They have different syntax….

OWL QL was specifically designed for efficient database integration.

OWL EL is a lightweight language with polynomial time reasoning.

OWL RL was designed for compatibility with rule-based inference tools. OWL RL enables
desirable computational properties using rule-based reasoning engines. OWL RL is
closely related to Description Logic Programs.

We need different OWL profiles instead of a common OWL profile when we're working
with different tasks. Different tasks will prioritize different qualities. For example: if we're
working with large datasets, we'd prefer OWL QL. Whereas if we're working with large
ontologies, we'd prefer OWL EL.

Note:

+1: They have different syntax.

+1: OWL QL is specifically designed for database integration.

+1:OWL EL is a lightweight language with polynomial-time reasoning.

+1: OWL RL is designed for compatibility with rule based inference tools.

Users can choose different OWL profiles according to different applications. (or other
reasonable statements)

(It is ok if they compare with OWL DL instead of OWL RL. OWL DL has maximum
expressiveness while keeping reasoning problems decidable.)

Question 26 Model for OWL Axiom



Please consider the following statement.

● Person ⊓ ∀hasChild.Men ⊑ Person ⊓ ∃hasChild.Men

If the statement holds, give a model of it, and then explain why your interpretation is valid.

Otherwise, give a counter-model and then explain why the given interpretation is a
counter-model.

Maximum points: 5 points.

Solution: The statement does not hold.

For example:

DL-interpretation:
ΔI = {a, b}
PersonI = {a,b}
MenI = {b}
UniversityI = {u}
hasChildI = {(a, b)}

Then (Person ⊓ ∀hasChild.Men)I = {b},
but (Person ⊓ ∃hasChild.Men)I ={a}. {b} is not a subset of  {a}. Therefore, the given
statement does not hold.

Note:

+1 it is not a tautology;

+2 give correct counter-model

+2 explanation

(+1 if students give a correct model, but say it is a tautology

-1: if a students forgot to mention “I” in the interpretation)



Question 27 Model for OWL axiom (ctd)

Please consider the following statement.

● A ⊓ (∃r. A) ⊓ (∀r. B) ⊑ (A ⊔ B) ⊓ (∃r.(\top))

If the statement holds, give a model of it, and then explain why your interpretation is valid.

Otherwise, give a counter-model and then explain why your interpretation is a
counter-model.

Solution:

It is a tautology.

Note:

+1 it is a tautology;

+2 give a correct model

+2 explanation

(+4:  if the student proves that the statement is logically valid without giving a model.

-1: if a student forgot to mention “I” in the interpretation

-2 if provided interpretation is wrong

+0: if a student just provide an interpretation for A, B r, without any explanation)
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Question 28 SHACL
Please write SHACL constraints to restrict the following constraints:



● Every resident in Norway only has exactly one Norwegian identification number
and Norwegian identification number has to be 11 digits. (use the class
“ex:ResidentInNorway” and property "ex:NorwegianID")

● The value of the property "ex:liveIn" has to be “ex:Norway”.

Maximum points: 6 points.

Solution:

ex:ResidentInNorwayShape
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass ex:ResidentInNorway ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:NorwegianID ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;

sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:string ;
sh:pattern "^[0-9]{11}$" ;

] ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:liveIn ;
sh:hasValue ex:Norway;

] ;

Or

ex:ResidentInNorwayShape
a sh:NodeShape ;
sh:targetClass ex:ResidentInNorway ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:NorwegianID ;
sh:maxCount 1 ;

sh:minCount 1 ;
sh:datatype xsd:integer ;
sh:minInclusive 00000000000;

sh:maxInclusive 99999999999;
] ;
sh:property [

sh:path ex:liveIn ;
sh:hasValue ex:Norway;

] ;



Note:

● 1 points: “exactly one” NorwegianID
● 2 points: “Norwegian identification number has to be 11 digits”.
● 1 points: the value of the property "ex:liveIn" has to be “ex:Norway”
● 2 point: syntactive correct (-1 for small problem)

-1: if “sh:datatype xsd:string ;”
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Section 6: Linked open data

Question 29 RDF data structure and LOD
How does the RDF data structure contribute to linked open data?

Solution:

The triple is universal and any data can be transformed to the triple format. That way we
have a common format to express all data. The URIs are globally unique on the web and
can be reused in different datasets. That way all datasets can link to other datasets. The
URIs are also dereferencable, so whenever the resource referenced by a URI is
downloadable, we have a way to access them directly.

Maximum points: 3 points:

+ 1 describe how the triple contribute to LOD: common data format
+ 1 describe how the URI contribute to LOD: interlinking
+ 1 mention either:

- that URIs give us a way to access data
- Some other relevant technology involved

Note:

● Since we speak about the RDF data structure, OWL, RDFS and SPARQL are not
the most important things to mention here.

Question 30 Hash namespace
For non-information resources, we need to distinguish between the URI representing the
resource and a URI representing information about that resource. Explain why we could
use a hash namespace to solve this problem.

Solution:

The hash namespace provides us with a way to separate the URI of the document
describing resources and the resource itself. We must, by convention, assume that the



URIs with hash (with fragmented identifiers) are described in the document with the URI
prefix. When trying to access the URI of a resource described in the document, only the
part before the # is sent to the server, thus the server will return the document describing
the object and not the object itself. This functionality is handled by the HTTP protocol.

Maximum points: 2 points

+ 1 for describing how it is possible to find the document describing the resource
+ 1 for describing how the document is separate from the resource


